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1 IntroductionRecently there was some attention on integration of description logics of theAL-family with rule-based languages for querying relational databases such asDatalog. The two classes of languages exhibit di�erent properties.{ Description logics are good at structuring knowledge in terms of classes andrelationships, but are not suitable for expressing complex queries.{ Datalog is good at formulating deductive queries, but uses a at data model,namely, the relational model, for representing the knowledge base.Therefore, it is reasonable to investigate knowledge representation systems, here-after called hybrid languages, integrating the two paradigms so as to achieve thebest characteristics of both kinds of formalisms in a common framework. Notableattempts of this sort are [DLNS91,LR96b,LR96a,DLNS97].



The formal analysis reported in such papers is limited to computational com-plexity : i.e., how much time/space is needed to answer to a speci�c query? Thispaper carries out a di�erent formal analysis, the one dealing with expressivenessof such hybrid languages. Intuitively, the expressiveness, or expressive power, ofa query language tells us what \properties" can be extracted from a knowledgebase. Thus, the notion of expressive power complements that of computationalcomplexity of a knowledge representation formalism, because the latter tells ushow di�cult it is to answer a query, while the former gives precise characteriza-tion of the concepts that it is possible to de�ne as queries.Formal studies of expressive power of description logics have been recentlypursued. In particular, [Bor96] shows that description logics built using construc-tors usually considered in the literature are characterized by subsets of �rst-orderlogic allowing only three variable symbols. [Baa96] gives a methodological contri-bution, pointing out that expressiveness must be de�ned within a precise formalframework, and proposes the model-theoretic approach for the characterizationof expressive power. Interestingly, he shows that the complexity of inference oftwo equally expressive languages may be di�erent.Since we are dealing with a framework comprising Datalog, speci�cally de-signed for querying relational databases, it seems natural to look at the formaltools and methods developed in the database �eld to investigate the expressive-ness of query languages. The importance of formal analysis of expressive powerof query languages is acknowledged in the database community [Kan90]. How-ever, the exploitation of such formal tools in our context is not straightforward,as they have been devised to handle a case where, from the logical point of view,the knowledge base has a single model over a �xed domain | this not beingthe case for AL-languages. In fact, description logics permit the speci�cation(in the TBox) of incomplete information about the world, i.e., they permit thespeci�cation of a set of possible worlds. As we will see in the paper, this is afundamental reason for the increased expressive power of hybrid languages.The goal of this paper is twofold:1. To carry out an analysis of the adequacy of the above mentioned formaltools.2. To perform some considerations and give preliminary results on the expres-siveness of hybrid languages.With regard to the �rst goal, we observe that the expressive power of querylanguages has been measured in at least three di�erent ways:1. With respect to a speci�c property, such as transitive closure. For example,it is well-known that there is no �xed query in relational calculus that, forany graph G encoded as a relation edge=2 in the obvious way, determineswhether the transitive closure of G contains a speci�c edge or not. Vice-versa,such a query does exist in Datalog.2. With respect to a set of logical formulae, such as �rst- or second-order logic.For instance, \while queries" [AV92] can express exactly the set of second-order properties over ordered �nite structures.



3. With respect to a complexity class, such as P, NP, coNP, PSPACE, etc. Asan example, Datalog with stable negation can express all NP properties of�nite structures [Sch95], e.g., whether a graph is 3-colorable or not.According to the above classi�cation, [Bor96] gives a contribution in the contextof the second measure, whereas the so-called \Fagin's theorem" [Fag74], providesthe basis for unifying the second and the third modalities. This theorem, whichis one of the major results in this �eld, says that the set of NP propertiescoincides with the set of properties expressed by existentially quanti�ed second-order formulae. This result has been generalized to other complexity classes andsets of logical formulae. In this work, we are going to use both the second andthe third modality.With regard to the second goal, let us discuss an example to help clarify theissue. Suppose we want to check the 3-colorability of a graph G = hV;Ai encodedas a set of facts �E = fedge(a; b) j (a; b) 2 Ag. In the hybrid languages we areconsidering, this can be done by means of a 2-components query:TBox (�T ): T v red t green t bluered v :greengreen v :bluered v :blueDatalog rules (�R):non 3 col  edge(X;Y ); red(X); red(Y ):non 3 col  edge(X;Y ); blue(X); blue(Y ):non 3 col  edge(X;Y ); green(X); green(Y ):where the axioms in the TBox (called inclusion axioms) impose that the threecolors actually partition the domain, and the Datalog rules are used to de�nethe concept of non-3-colorability (a more formal introduction to the syntax andsemantics of description logics will be presented in Section 2). Indeed, one canverify that �T [�R[�E j= non 3 col i� G is not 3-colorable (where j= denotesthe usual logical consequence operator, i.e., validity in all models). In the ter-minology of [LR96b], �T is \acyclic", and �R is \non-recursive". Moreover �Tbelongs to the class carin-marc of \maximal (decidable) ALCNR recursivecarin", which includes the constructors t;u; (� n R); 9R:C, and negation onprimitive concepts. �R is \role-safe", i.e., each of its rules is such that for everyatom of the form R(x; y) in the antecedent, where R is a role, then either x ory appear in an ordinary atom of the antecedent. In fact, the TBox is a set ofinclusion axioms [BDS93], and concept constructors used in the TBox are justpropositional. Actually, this is an AL-log program [DLNS91]. From the pointof view of expressiveness, we can conclude that Datalog, when augmented withinclusion axioms typical of description logics, is able to capture some coNP-complete queries.



The above example just proves that the data complexity (i.e., complexityconsidering the extensional component as the input and the intensional compo-nent {the query{ �T [�R not part of the input) of AL-log is coNP-hard, butit does not imply that either AL-log or carin are able to express all queries incoNP. Such a distinction is important since the expressive power of a languageis not necessarily the same as its complexity (it is always less than or equalto). Several languages with bounding complexity class properly containing theirexpressiveness are known, cf. e.g., [AV92,EGM97]. In the present paper we showthat relatively simple hybrid languages are able to de�ne all �nite structuresexpressed by skolemized universally quanti�ed second-order formulae with someconstraints on the quanti�ed predicates.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the de�nition ofhybrid knowledge bases and of expressiveness of a query language. In Section 3we show various options for setting up a framework for expressive power in hy-brid languages. In Section 4 we give results about expressiveness of two hybridlanguages. In Section 5 we discuss an extension of our framework obtained byallowing strati�ed negation in the bodies of rules. In Section 6 we present con-clusions and some open problems.2 PreliminariesIn this section we give some preliminary notions on description logics, hybridsystems, and queries.2.1 Description logicsFrom the syntactic point of view, the language of description logics containsunary relations representing classes of objects and referred to as concepts andbinary relations, called roles, by which relationships between concepts can beestablished. Complex knowledge is de�ned by means of descriptions built from aset of given constructors. In this paper, we shall deal with hybrid languages whosedescriptive component is a subset of ALCNR descriptors, which are reportednext (A represents a primitive concept, and P1; : : : ; Pm represent primitive roles;C;D represent complex concepts, and R represents a complex role).C;D ! A j (primitive concept)> j (universal concept)? j (empty concept)C uD j (conjunction)C tD j (disjunction):C j (complement)8R:C j (universal quanti�cation)9R:C j (existential quanti�cation)(� n R) j (� n R) (number restrictions)R! P1 u � � � u Pm (role conjunction)



As an example, the following complex concept(9friend:tall) u 8friend:(8friend:doctor);where doctor and tall are primitive concepts and friend is a primitive role, denotesthe set of the individuals having at least one tall friend and such that for eachof their friends, each of his or her friends is a doctor.Description logic knowledge bases contain two parts: a terminological component�T , often called TBox, and an assertional component�A, also called ABox. TheTBox contains sentences of the form C v D, telling that every instance of theconcept C must be also an instance of the concept D.As an example, the following sentence states that all parents whose childrenare either doctors or lawyers are happy.happy parent v (9child:>) u 8child:(doctor t lawyer):Concepts can be named by declaring that both C v D and D v C hold, of-ten abbreviated C := D, where C is a concept name and D is an arbitrarydescription.The ABox of a knowledge base includes sentences of the form C(a) andR(a; b), where C is a concept, R is a role and a and b are individual objects.As an example, the sentence (9friend:tall)(marco) stored in the ABox tellsthat the individual marco has at least one tall friend. Similarly, the sentencefriend(luigi;marco) tells that the individuals luigi and marco are friends.In general, whereas the TBox contain descriptions predicating general prop-erties of the structured domain, the ABox serves the purpose of expressing (pos-sibly complex) properties characterizing individual domain objects.A description logic knowledge base � is given semantics through interpreta-tions. An interpretation I is associated with a domain of constants DI , whichcan be �nite or in�nite. Actually ALCNR has the so-called �nite model prop-erty [CL94], i.e., if a knowledge base has a model, then it has a �nite one. Asa consequence, inference in all models is equivalent to inference in �nite ones,and we can restrict to �nite domains. We note that some concept descriptionlanguages do not have the �nite model property [Cal96]. Any interpretation issupposed to:1. map each individual object a from � onto an element aI of DI and eachconcept C (resp., role R) onto a unary (resp., binary) relation CI (resp.,RI) over DI , and2. satisfy the following equations:



>I = DI?I = ;(C uD)I = CI \DI(C tD)I = CI [DI(:C)I = DI n CI(8R:C)I = fa 2 DI j 8b : (a; b) 2 RI ! b 2 CIg(9R:C)I = fa 2 DI j 9b : (a; b) 2 RI ^ b 2 CIg(� n R)I = fa 2 DI j #fb j (a; b) 2 RIg � ng(� n R)I = fa 2 DI j #fb j (a; b) 2 RIg � ng(P1 u � � � u Pm)I = P I1 \ � � � \ P Imwhere #S denotes the cardinality of the set S.Following conventions, the Unique Name Assumption is assumed, whereby inter-pretations map distinct individual objects from the knowledge base into distinctelements of DI .An interpretation I of a knowledge base� is amodel for� if for each inclusionC v D de�ned in its TBox, CI � DI and, furthermore, for each assertion C(a)(resp., R(a; b)) aI 2 CI (resp., (aI ; bI) 2 RI). Finally, � logically implies asentence  if  is true in every model of �.Note that, since the Unique Name Assumption holds, we can limit ourselvesto consider interpretations mapping individual elements to themselves. In thefollowing, we shall implicitly assume such interpretations.2.2 Horn rulesSyntactically, a Horn rule has the formp(X) p1(X1); : : : ; pk(Xk)where X, Xi are lists of variables or constants. We require that every variableappearing in X also appears in X1 [ � � � [ Xn. The part on the left of theimplication sign is usually referred to as the head of the rule, whereas that onthe right is its body. A rule with an empty body and where no variables appearis called a fact. Sets of facts can be thought of as tuples stored in relationaltables separate from the Horn rules. So, in our framework, �R is assumed notto contain facts. Also, as most often assumed, predicates occurring in rule headsin �R do not occur in facts.2.3 Hybrid knowledge basesA hybrid knowledge base � is obtained by coupling a description logic knowl-edge base with a set of Horn rules and a relational database. For any hybridknowledge base �, �R denotes its rule component, �E denotes its relationaldatabase, �T is its TBox and, �nally �A is its ABox. Predicates appearing in�R [�E but not belonging to the description logic component of � are calledordinary predicates. For any hybrid knowledge base � we require that Horn ruleheads in �R always contain ordinary predicates. However, descriptive predicates



can occur in facts encoded in relational tables of �E . The conceptual assumptionhere is that the terminological and assertional components of the hybrid knowl-edge base completely capture the structuring of the application domain objects,whereas Horn rules are used to describe inference processes to be carried outduring query answering.The semantics of a hybrid knowledge base is obtained by extending that ofits description logic component to Horn rules and relational databases. Thus,models of a hybrid knowledge base � are models of �T [�A which satisfy eachrule in �R and each fact in �E . A rulep(X) p1(X1); : : : ; pk(Xk)is satis�ed by an interpretation I if for each mapping � from variables to DIsuch that �(Xi) 2 pIi , for each i (1 � i � k), then �(X) 2 pI , where pI ; pIi arethe extensions assigned by I to p; pi, respectively. A fact p(a) is satis�ed by I ifaI 2 pI . Note that we are not assuming the Closed World Assumption to holdover �E .In order to clarify what kind of queries hybrid knowledge bases allow toexpress, we report next an example, taken from [LR96a].comp, am co, and am ass co are symbols for concepts denoting companies,American companies, and companies having at least one associate companywhich is American, respectively. asso is a symbol for a role denoting associationbetween companies. Consider the knowledge base � consisting of the followingcomponents:1. The TBox �T contains the following sentences:comp v 9asso:compam ass co v comp u 9asso:am coFor instance, the second sentence tells that American associate companiesare those companies that have at least one American associate.2. The ABox �A contains the assertion am ass co(b)3. The rule set �R consists of the following rule:price(X;usa; high) made by(X;Y ); comp(Y ); asso(Y; Z); am co(Z);monopoly(Y;X; usa)4. Finally, the relational database �E contains the facts made by(a; b) andmonopoly(b; a; usa).Then, we can infer� j= price(a; usa; high). Indeed, from am ass co(b) we deducethat b has at least one American associate company. That is, there exist a c suchthat am co(c) which is associate with b. Therefore, from the rule, we infer thatprice(a; usa; high) is entailed, even if the body of the rule is not \immediately"instantiated by �A [�E .2.4 Measuring expressive powerGiven a language L for transforming information from a designated input knowl-edge repository (e.g., a relational database or a description logic knowledge base)



to a designated output information, by the expressive power of L we mean theset of all transformations between its input and its output that L can express.For instance, if L is the language of Turing machines, we know that L can expressany computable transformation from an input string into an output string. Animportant body of work done on this subject has been developed in the realmof relational database query languages. Next, we survey the main formal toolsused in that realm.As in most of the papers discussing the expressive power of query languages,in this paper we focus on Boolean queries, which are Boolean transformationsde�ned on relational databases. D is a �nite set of domain constants.De�nition 1 (From [CH80]). A (Boolean) query is a mapping from relationaldatabases onto fTrue; Falseg satisfying the following constraints:1. Q is partial recursive;2. Q is generic, i.e., for each bijection � over D, �(Q(D)) = Q(�(D)).Thus a query is a computable, generic (in other words, constants are uninter-preted), and well-typed mapping that takes a relational database as the inputand returns a Boolean value as the output.As we have pointed out in Section 1, expressive power of query languageshas been measured in at least three di�erent ways. For the sake of completeness,with reference to the third measure, we explain how a query language expressingboolean queries can be related to a complexity class. Each query Q de�nes afamily of databases DBQ as follows:DBQ = fD j Q(D) = Trueg:Let D be a collection of databases. Let C be a Turing complexity class (e.g.,NP). Then the family D is said to be C-recognizable if the problem of decidingif a given database D belongs to D is in C. Then we say that a query languageL expresses a database complexity class C if for each C-recognizable databasefamily D there is an expression e of L which de�nes D.Fagin's theorem [Fag74], cited in Section 1, states that a query languageexpresses NP i� it has the same expressive power of the language of existen-tially quanti�ed second-order formulae (9S)�, where S is a tuple of predicatenames and � is a �rst-order formula. Subsequently, many other similar resultsrelative to other complexity classes have been proved. In our framework, sinceTBoxes are assumed to contain predicates (concepts, roles) with �xed arity, wewill refer in the following to fragments of universal second-order logic with �xedarity [Fag75]. The class NPk, k � 1, includes all collections which can be ex-pressed by second-order formulae (9S)� where each predicate in S has arity lessthan or equal to k. Classes NPk form a proper hierarchy within NP, in thateach class NPk is strictly contained in NPk+1 [Fag93]. This hierarchy does notimmediately relate to computational complexity: In fact, the smallest class inthe hierarchy (NP1) contains NP complete collections (e.g., the collection of



3-colorable graphs). Nevertheless there are polynomial collections of databases(e.g., the collection of dyadic relations with even number of tuples) that arenot in NP1 [Fag93]. The class NP1 has interesting properties: as an example, in[Cos93] it is proven that NP1 di�ers from coNP1, while this is a long-standingopen question for unbounded NP and coNP.In the following, we shall show some expressive power results for hybridlanguages by relating them to subsets of NPk, k � 1, including only those col-lections expressed by skolemized NPk formulae 9S8X9Y�(X;Y) where �(X;Y)is a quanti�er-free �rst-order formula1.It is not known whether imposing skolemization actually excludes some col-lections from NPk or not.3 Which de�nition of expressiveness for hybridlanguages?Most of the work on expressiveness of query languages assume that the input tothe query answering process is a relational database. From the logical point ofview, a relational database is a �rst-order �nite interpretation that satis�es theproperties expressed in the relational schema (the database is indeed seen as amodel of the schema, see [Rei84]). Thus, a query is actually a function over thecollection of all possible �nite models of the relational schema.In hybrid languages, the situation is more complicated. Indeed, we have fourcomponents involved in query processing, namely, the TBox, the ABox, the setof Horn rules, and the relational database, and we have to decide which arethe components that form the input to a query, as opposed to the ones thatform the query itself. Moreover, knowledge bases expressed in hybrid languagesgenerally admit several models, in particular when the description logic employsdisjunction and/or existential quanti�cation. It follows that a query cannot ingeneral be considered as a computation over a single �rst-order structure.The above observations show that we have di�erent options for setting up aformal framework for expressiveness in hybrid languages. The goal of this sectionis to present some basic considerations about such options.3.1 Query structureLet � be a hybrid knowledge base, and let �R, �E , �T , and �A be de�ned asin Section 2. The components �A and �E express properties of individuals, inparticular, about their membership in concepts, and their mutual relationships(roles and relations). In other words, �A and �E deal with the extensional levelof the knowledge base �, and, as such, will be considered as parts of the inputto the queries.On the other hand, �T and �R deal with the intensional level of the knowl-edge base. The former expresses general knowledge about the concepts of the1 Formulae of this kind are said to be in doubly prenex normal form [MP96].



description logic part, whereas the latter is used to de�ne intensional predicatesin terms of concepts, roles, and relations.Following the spirit of deductive databases, it is reasonable to conceive �Ras specifying the computation needed to extract information from the knowledgebase. This leads to consider �R as part of the query. As for �T , we have twopossibilities:{ To consider it as a set of integrity constraints over the extensional partof the knowledge base. In this case, �T is used to specify which are theinterpretation structures that are legal with respect to the application, and,therefore, is considered as part of the input to query processing.{ To consider it as part of the speci�cation of the computation to be carriedout in the process of query answering, and therefore as part of the query.We note that this option was implicitly used in the example of Section 1,where trying the color of the nodes of the graph was done during queryevaluation. An interesting generalization of this idea to other coNP queriesleads to viewing �T as playing its role in the guessing stage, and �R asspecifying the computation to be performed in the checking stage.We observe that the framework for expressiveness in databases correspondsto the special case where both �A and �T are empty, and, therefore, �R is thequery, and �E is the input.3.2 Semantical issuesAs pointed out before, a query in relational databases is considered as a functionapplied to a single �rst-order model in order to compute the desired result. Thisidea is not directly applicable for devising a formal setting for expressiveness ofhybrid knowledge bases. Indeed, we can single out at least three interesting casesof increasing di�culty:1. The query extracts information from a single �nite �rst-order structure.2. The output of the query depends on a bounded number of �nite structuresover a single �nite domain.3. The output of the query depends on an arbitrary collection of structuresover a (�nite or in�nite) domain.Case (a) occurs when the TBox is seen as part of the query and the ABox isempty, or when both the TBox and the ABox are empty, and is the one wherethe formal tools developed in relational theory are satisfactory. We note that theexample of Section 1 falls under this category.Case (b) occurs when the ABox and the TBox have a �nite Herbrand Uni-verse, which can be considered as the domain of interpretation. The multiplicityof models in this setting is due to the use of disjunction or existential quanti�-cation in the description logic component. More generally, whenever the ABoxand the TBox use only propositional connectives, i.e., neither quanti�cations nornumber restrictions, we are in case (b).



Another way to achieve the conditions of case (b) is to impose the UniqueDomain Assumption, for example by adding a special axiom to the knowledgebase, called the Domain Closure Axiom (DCA). The DCA is the formula8X (X = t1 _ � � � _X = tn);where t1; : : : ; tn are all constant symbols occurring in the knowledge base. To seethe role of this assumption in query answering, consider the following example:TBox (�T ): > v 9q:>Datalog rules (�R): r1(X;Y ) q(X;Y ); r2(a):Relational database (�E): r2(a)It is easy to see that, under the DCA, r1(a; a) is implied by the knowledge base,whereas this is not the case without such an assumption.Case (c) is the one when no special assumption holds. It is therefore verycomplex, and seems to be basically unexplored in the literature. Indeed, a pre-cise de�nition of expressiveness of queries posed to knowledge bases with ar-bitrary models is missing. Preliminary attempts to deal with this problem are[Var86,BE96]. However, these works adopt various simplifying assumptions, thatare not suited to this framework.4 The expressive power of carin knowledge basesIn this section, we present some results about the expressive power of hybridlanguages. The framework used in the analysis can be described as follows:{ We assume that the relational database is the input to the query, whereasthe TBox and the Horn rules form the query expression.{ We assume that the ABox is empty, and that the TBox uses only propo-sitional connectives. In other words, we are in case (a) according to theclassi�cation illustrated in Section 3.2.In [LR96b] it is proved that the data complexity (the input being the ABoxand the relational database) of logical inference in both carin-marc and role-safe carin is coNP-complete, and we showed in Section 1 that coNP-completeproblems are indeed expressed by very simple carin knowledge bases, where theHorn component is non-recursive. In this section we prove two results:1. That role-safe carin-marc=;6= with a non-recursive Horn component ex-presses all queries that are de�ned by formulae of the kind :9S8X9Y�(X;Y),where S is a list of monadic predicates, � is a quanti�er-free �rst-orderformula, and X, Y are lists of variables, provided that the input �nitestructure is given in suitable form, as speci�ed below. The superscript =;6=denotes availability of pre-interpreted symbols for equality and inequalityto be used in Datalog rules. Formulae :9S8X9Y�(X;Y) de�ne queriesthat form a subset of monadic coNP queries (hereafter, called coNP1 cf.



[Fag75,Fag93,Cos93]), which contains several coNP complete queries (e.g.,the complement of 3-colorability of a graph). At the moment, we do notknow whether this result can be generalized to the entire set of monadiccoNP queries.2. That carin-marc= with a non-recursive Horn component enriched withpropositional inclusion axioms on primitive roles expresses all queries thatare de�ned by formulae of the kind :9S08X9Y�0(X;Y), where S0 is a list ofpredicates with arity at most 2 and �0 is a quanti�er-free �rst-order formula,provided that the input �nite structure is given in suitable form, as speci�edbelow. Analogously to the previous case, such formulae de�ne queries thatform a subset of dyadic coNP (coNP2), and we do not know whether thisresult can be generalized to the entire set of dyadic coNP queries.The coNP-completeness of querying the classes of carin-marc and role-safe carin knowledge bases, whose de�nition has been recalled in Section 1,established in [LR96b] serves also as an upper bound to the expressiveness whenthe ABox is empty. In other words we know that no carin-marc or role-safecarin knowledge base can express queries which are not in coNP.In the following, � denotes a �xed set of relational symbols not includ-ing equality \=" and S denotes a list of variables ranging over monadic rela-tional symbols distinct from those in �. By Fagin's theorem [Fag74], any NP-recognizable collection D of �nite structures over � is de�ned by a second-orderexistentially quanti�ed formula. In particular, NP-recognizable collections D of�nite structures, de�ned by formulas where all existentially quanti�ed relationalsymbols are 1-ary, form the set of NP1 collections.In the following, we deal with skolemized second-order formulae of the fol-lowing kind: � = (9S)(8X)(9Y)(�1(X;Y) _ � � � _ �k(X;Y)); (1)where �1; : : : ; �k are conjunctions of literals involving relational symbols in � andS, plus relational symbol \=", and all relational symbols in S are constrainedto be monadic. The set of variable occurrences in �i is contained in X [Y. Asusual, \=" is always interpreted as \equality". The set of uninterpreted relationalsymbols occurring in formula (1) {i.e., � [ S{ will be denoted either by L or byfa1; : : : ; alg. In the following art(a) denotes the arity of a predicate a.We illustrate a method that transforms a formula � of the kind (1) and a�nite structure D into a role-safe carin-marc knowledge base �(�;D) and aquery . Both �(�;D) and  use an enlarged set of relational symbols L0 whichis built as follows:1. each relational symbol a 2 L is in L0;2. for each relational symbol a 2 L there is one relational symbol a with thesame arity as a in L0;3. there are relational symbols t and U 0 with the same arity as X, U 00 with thesame arity as Y, and U with arity 1;4. there are two binary \built-in" relational symbols eq and eq denoting equalityand inequality, respectively.



The role-safe carin-marc knowledge base �(�;D) = �T (�) [ �R(�) [�E(�;D) is built as follows:1. For each relational symbol s 2 S, the following axioms are in �T (�):> v s t s; s v :s2. For each relational symbol a 2 �, the following art(a) rules are in �R(�);U(X)  a(X;Y1; : : : ; Yart(a)�1): : :U(X)  a(Y1; : : : ; Yart(a)�1; X)3. the following rules are also in �R(�):U 0(X1; : : : ; Xn) U(X1); : : : ; U(Xn)U 00(Y1; : : : ; Ym) U(Y1); : : : ; U(Ym)where n and m are the number of variables occurring in X and Y, respec-tively.4. For each conjunct�i(X;Y) = :w1(X;Y) ^ � � � ^ :wn(X;Y) ^wn+1(X;Y) ^ � � � ^ wn+m(X;Y)(1 � i � k) in �, the rulet(X) v1(X;Y); : : : ; vn(X;Y);vn+1(X;Y); : : : ; vn+m(X;Y); U 0(X); U 00(Y)is in �R(�), where:{ vi (1 � i � n) is:� eq, if wi is \=" (this is just used here to make the syntax used forequality uniform to that used for predicates in S),� wi, otherwise;{ vn+i (1 � i � m) is:� eq, if wn+i is \=",� wn+i, otherwise.Furthermore, the query  is(9X1; : : : ; Xart(t)) :t(X1; : : : ; Xart(t)); U 0(X1; : : : ; Xart(t)):We remark that �T (�) [ �R(�) is a role-safe carin-marc knowledgebase.Now, given a �nite structure D, we de�ne the complementary structure Das follows. For each relational symbol r 2 D there is a relational symbol r inD with the same arity as r. Then, for each relational symbol r in D and foreach tuple t of constants from D, it holds that D j= r(t) i� D 6j= r(t). Thus,�nally, let �E(�;D) = D [D, and �(�;D) = �T (�) [�R(�) [�E(�;D). Weare now ready for the �rst main result about expressive power of role-safecarin-marc.



Theorem 2. For any skolemized NP1 collection D of �nite structures over �{characterized by a formula � of the kind (1){ and for any �nite structure D,the role-safe carin-marc knowledge base �(�;D) built according to the aboverules is such that D is in D if and only if �(�;D) 6j= .In other words, the theorem says that each collection of �nite structures inskolemized coNP1 is de�nable by a role-safe carin-marc knowledge base�(�;D) and query .To allow role axioms to occur in �T (�) enhances the expressive power of thelanguage. Indeed, consider formulae of the form:�0 = (9S0)(8X)(9Y)(�1(X;Y) _ � � � _ �k(X;Y)); (2)where �1; : : : ; �k are conjunctions of literals involving relational symbols in � andS0, plus relational symbol \=", and all relational symbols in S0 are constrained tobe either monadic or dyadic. Such formulae de�ne a subset of NP2 that containsNP-complete problems. We note that there are collections of polynomial-timerecognizable databases (e.g., the collection of ternary relations with even numberof tuples) that are not in NP2 [Fag93], and that NP2 strictly contains NP1 (e.g.,the collection of dyadic relations with even number of tuples is in NP2).In this case, we do assume the language includes built-in predicate for equalityonly (denoted also eq by analogy to the previous theorem). Inequality will bederived. To illustrate the transformation of a formula �0 of the kind (2) into acarin-marc= knowledge base �0(�0; D) = �0T (�0) [ �R(�0) [ �E(�0; D) withaxioms on roles and a query 0 = , we modify the translation provided forthe monadic case. �0(�0; D) is equal to �(�;D) except that for each dyadicrelational symbol s0 2 S0, the following role axioms are in �0T (�0):>�> v s0 t s0 s0 v :s0>�> v eq t eq eq v :eqWe are now ready for our second result about expressive power of carin lan-guages.Theorem 3. For any skolemized NP2 collection D of �nite structures over �{characterized by a formula �0 of the kind (2){ and for any �nite structure D,the carin-marc= knowledge base �0(�0; D) built according to the above rules issuch that D is in D if and only if �0(�0; D) 6j= 0.5 Current work on negationIn this section, we overview some current research we are conducting whichfocuses on extending our hybrid languages by adding strati�ed negation in itsrule component. In particular, in the following we shall de�ne the semanticsof such extended languages and show that their data complexity is still withincoNP.



We begin with syntax. A strati�ed Datalog: program is a set of rules of theform: p(X) p1(X1); : : : pk(Xk);:q1(Y1); : : : ;:qn(Yn)such that it is possible to assign a level lev(p) to each predicate symbol p and foreach rule of the form above, lev(p) > lev(qi), 1 � i � n, and lev(p) � lev(pi),1 � i � k. Then, the program can be partitioned into strata fSig, each stratumSi containing all the rules whose head predicate symbol has been assigned thelevel i.The semantics of a Datalog: program on their own is given by its strati�edor perfect model, which is constructed by evaluating the program a stratum at atime, beginning from the lowest stratum. Because of strati�cation, each time astratum is evaluated, the negative literals in the bodies of its rules have alreadybeen computed, so that they can be treated as base predicates.De�ne now a strati�ed hybrid knowledge base � to be a knowledge basehaving a strati�ed Datalog: program as its rule component �R.To de�ne the semantics of strati�ed hybrid knowledge bases, we proceed asfollows. Consider�nR = �n�R.�nR has in general a set of models fMig. In ourassumptions, each of these models can be looked at as an extensional relationaldatabase. Then, the semantics of � is given by the set of perfect models obtainedby union of �R with each one such Mi. More formally, let  be a query and �be a strati�ed hybrid knowledge base. Then, � j=  i� for each perfect modelM of �R [N , it holds that M j= , where N is a model of �nR.Using strati�ed rule components probably enhances the expressive power ofhybrid knowledge bases, even if we do not have a formal proof yet. However, itclearly improves their amenability at expressing interesting queries in a simpleway, as the one presented below.Datalog rules (�0R):non red path(X;Y ) edge(X;Y );:red(X);:red(Y ):non red path(X;Y ) non red path(X;Z); edge(Z; Y );:red(Y ):non red :non red path(a; b):non red non 3 col:The rules above, when added to the 3-coloring example given in Section 1,with the query  = non red solve the following problem.Does there exists a 3-coloring of G such that there is at least one path betweennodes a and b which does not use red-colored nodes?But what is the computational cost of adding strati�ed negation to hybrid knowl-edge bases? We can prove that the data complexity (i.e., the complexity of queryanswering measured as the size of �E [�A varies while the size of the rest of theknowledge base remains �xed) for hybrid knowledge bases remains unchangedwhen strati�ed negation is added.



Indeed, to show that a query  is not entailed by a knowledge base � it issu�cient to show a perfect model M of � which does not entail . To this end,we do the following: (1) guess an interpretation M of �; (2) verify that M is aperfect model of �; (3) verify that M does not entail . Clearly, step (3) can bedone in polynomial time. As for step (2), it can be carried out into two substeps:(2.1) verify that M is a model of �nR; (2.2) verify that it is a perfect model of�R[MnR, whereMnR is the projection ofM on predicate symbols occurring in�nR (recall that such a set is disjoint from the set of predicate symbols occurringin the rule component of the knowledge base). Both step (2.1) and step (2.2)are carried out in polynomial time. The result follows considering that the sizeof M is polynomial in the size of �E [�ACurrent research we are conducting focuses on establishing the expressivepower of strati�ed hybrid knowledge bases as well as of other variants, wheremore involved form of negation is allowed (e.g., stable negation).6 ConclusionsIn the present paper we discussed the possibility of exploiting the formal analy-sis tools developed in the database �eld within the context of description logicsaugmented with rules. Also, we proved some results on the expressive power oftwo hybrid languages, in particular obtaining two lower bounds on their expres-siveness (Theorems 2 and 3). Upper bound for the expressiveness of the formerlanguage follows from the results of [LR96b]. We still have to investigate theupper bound of expressiveness of the latter language.In this work we assumed empty ABoxes. Nevertheless the results we presentedare valid also if the ABox contains positive atomic assertions such as red(node1).Furthermore, it is important to stress that by allowing predicates with any arityto appear in a propositional TBox, we obtain languages capturing all coNPproperties.Several questions are still open. Regarding the two languages we have an-alyzed in this paper, (1) determine whether there are queries in coNP2 whichcannot be expressed by the former language, and (2) determine whether the lan-guages express all (even non-skolemized) queries in coNP1, resp. coNP2. Moregenerally, how to de�ne the expressive power over �nite formulae possibly de-noting in�nitely many models?AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Alon Levy and Rick Hull for their useful com-ments. Thanks are also due to the anonymous referees for their precious sugges-tions.This work has been supported by ASI (Italian Space Agency), MURST (Ital-ian Ministry for University and Scienti�c and Technological Research), CNR(Italian Research Council), and the European Community under the EspritProject 22469 - DWQ.
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